


antalizing sleight-of-hand and uproarious audience participation all conspire to provoke

uncontrollable, belly-aching laughter during this evening-long magical tour de force. 

Pure, undiluted entertainment is the sole objective of your Evening of Astonishment, and

the master magician and recipient of the coveted Gold Cups Award from the International

Brotherhood of Magicians does not disappoint. Giovanni engages your audience as a 

“ living prop”  during his hilarious roller coaster ride of a stage show, using up to 20 willing 

participants to achieve the impossible right before your very eyes. 

Whether you are throwing an awards show, a banquet, or some other professional or personal

event, an Evening of Astonishment with Giovanni will not only astonish your audience, but

leave them struck with a sense of awe, amazement and childlike wonder. This is one experience

they will never outlive. 

Audience | Giovanni Experiences is passionate about delivering a customized experience

that meets your objectives, exceeds your expectations and WOW’s your audience. From our

experience, your audience will respond well to: 

> High-energy talent

> Charisma

> Creative delivery

> Audience participation

> Originality

> Clean comedy

> Amazing acts of astonishment

Outcomes | Laughter is the shortest distance between people. Giovanni’s clients have

reported that an Evening of Astonishment provides a unique night of entertainment and laughter,

mixed with astonishment and wonder. An Evening of Astonishment is a proven success for

organizations that would like to experience the following outcomes: 

> Reinforcement of a key message or theme with an entertaining message 

> A lasting impression with your guests 

> Sore jawbones from laughter 

> A feel-good experience for your audience 

Help us understand the mission of your event and your key objectives or themes so that we

can customize the program to drive home your objectives and exceed your expectations. 

T
“Your incredible magic

mixed with your humor

and quick wit made our

meeting a great success.”

MIKE SHOEMAKER 

IBM 

“In addition to your dinner

performance, we sincerely

thank you for so gener-

ously sharing your time

during the reception. You

were the highlight of the

weekend.”

MAVIS TAYLOR 

LENOIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

“I love the way you

involved the audience in

your act without embar-

rassing them. They all

enjoyed the fact that you

selected them to help.”

KENNETH PETERS 

SVP, METTLER TOLEDO 


